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air and earth modules for the slate digital virtual mix rack by eiosis are very much at the heart of the e2deesser. these
modules are designed to tame peaks in audio sources such as vocals, drum overheads, guitar amps and effects. the air

module was designed for vocals, the earth module for drums, but both can be used for a lot more than that. both
modules use a new and innovative way to detect peaks in your audio, and then automatically alter the shape of the eq

curve to give you a great sounding, peak-free sound. by filtering the peaks, the audio is leveled off and smoothed,
allowing for a wide-ranging sound that can be processed in any way you choose to get the perfect tone. this technology

allows the user to create sound sculpting tools that can be applied to any audio source and allow you to sound sculpt like
a professional. the air and earth modules are very much at the heart of the e2deesser. these modules are designed to

tame peaks in audio sources such as vocals, drum overheads, guitar amps and effects. the air module was designed for
vocals, the earth module for drums, but both can be used for a lot more than that. both modules use a new and

innovative way to detect peaks in your audio, and then automatically alter the shape of the eq curve to give you a great
sounding, peak-free sound. by filtering the peaks, the audio is leveled off and smoothed, allowing for a wide-ranging
sound that can be processed in any way you choose to get the perfect tone. this technology allows the user to create

sound sculpting tools that can be applied to any audio source and allow you to sound sculpt like a professional.
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the e2deesser allows you to easily remove sibilants and hear the difference it makes to your mixes. simply select the
areas with sibilants you wish to affect, and the e 2 deesser will automatically remove them. you can also fine-tune the

settings to make the sibilants just a little easier to hear and remove. all the parameters are adjustable in real time,
allowing you to change the tone of your voice just as you would in your own studio. the e 2 deesser consists of three

sections, auto, smooth and equalizer. e-2deesser controls the deesser parameters in real time allowing you to hear the
effects of each setting instantly. the e2deesser provides an unmatched combination of performance and usability. from

the easy-to-use gui to the advanced settings and control, it allows you to control each frequency independently. an
extensive suite of presets allows you to quickly set the e 2 deesser to your liking. the presets are accessed from the

custom presets section. you can select the presets to remove sibilants on specific frequency ranges, or use the preset
editor to create custom presets. the e2deesser can be employed to achieve a wide variety of de-essing results and

effects. the first section, auto, offers a one-click deesser to help quickly remove sibilants. the smooth section offers a
gentle, but effective, de-essing effect. the equalizer section offers advanced control over the deesser's frequency
response. expand your effects palette with this duo of powerful sound-shaping plug-ins and sculpt your tracks to

perfection with eiosis aireq premium. the aireq premium 5-band equalizer is ideal for transparent sound shaping that
maintains the integrity of your mix. eiosis e2deesser is one of the easiest ways to tame excessive sibilance, by virtue of

its streamlined two-control design. and both plug-ins were designed by fabrice gabriel, the man behind some of the most
celebrated effect algorithms of our time. increase the effectiveness of your mixes with this plug-in bundle! this product
requires an ilok (not included) for authorization. please call your sweetwater sales engineer if you have any questions.
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